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AVAILABLE FEBRUARY 1991 - E 8/9 'A' UNITS

The undisputed King of passenger diesels - the E 8/9's are back in S Scale Brass. Loaded with
improvements and new detail, four versions of these beauties are due in late January. There's still time to
reserve at the pre-production price, but act Now to Save! Remember, River Raisin accepts Visa/Mastercard
and also offers a Layaway plan. Better hurry - the price rises when the models arrive.
Production Due - January 30, 1991
Deposit Now and Save
EMD E8/9, 'A' Unit without Dynamic Brake
EMD E8/9, 'A' Unit with Dynamic Brake
PRR E8, 'A' Unit with Antennas - Limited Quantity
CB&Q/AT&SF E8/9, 'A' Unit, Nickel Plated - Limited Quantity

Pre-Production
w/$100 Deposit

Post
Production

$389.00
389.00
389.00
429.00

$429.00
429.00
429.00
469.00

River Raisin Models, 616O Upper Straits Blvd., W. Bloomfield, Ml 48324

GREENBERG'S
GUIDE GREENBERG'S
AMERICAN American Flyer
S Guuijje Operating & Kcpair Manual
Second E d i t i o n
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GREENBERG'S AMERICAN FLYER FACTORY MANUAL
Edited by Richard Smith and I.D. Smith. Reproduction of Gilbert's
service station repair manual covering 1946-1966; indexed for user
convenience. Over 710 pages, 6" x 9", #10-6655, $25.00.
POCKET PRICE GUIDE TO AMERICAN FLYER S GAUGE
by Greenberg's. Handy and essential; shows values for both good
and excellent conditions to every major piece of S Gauge equipment
and catalogue. Chaptered #10-7325, Numerical #10-7365, 40 pages,
4" x 8-1/2", $6.95.
Original consumer catalogues were reproduced into this 432 page
book. Hardback, 12" x 9", #10-7420, $125.00.

1945 - 1!>«5

AMERICAN FLYER
CATALOGUES: 1946-1955

-tlistorical overview of A.C. Gilbert revised listings and many new
variations. Includes uncatalogued sets, diesel sound devices and
pilots, Gilbert's Five-Digit Numbering System, and more! Over 500
items shown in full color, and another 200 pieces in black and white.
192 pages, hardback, 8-1/2" x 11", #10-6695, $40.00.
Written by Tom Barker this manual helps you diagnose problems
and repair trains. This easy-to-follow, well-written guide includes
detailed parts listings, photographs, drawings, and schematics. 80
pages, softback, #10-6434, $10.95.
Shipping/Handling: Add $2.50 for orders under $40.00.
Orders of $40/more shipped postpaid.

Greenberg Publishing Company, Inc.

7566 Main Street
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American Flyer memories in full color
CATALOGUE: $1.95 deductible on first order.
Sykesville, MD 21784
(301)795-7447
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NASG

DISPATCH
Official Publication of the
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
of S GAUGERS
The NASG DISPATCH welcomes art,
photographs, letters, articles and other
S-scale-related materials contributed by
the membership. Send all such materials
to the editor:
Robert W. Jackson
2925 Glenmere Court
Springfield, IL 62704

NASG membership runs from July
through June, including all DISPATCH
issues for the membership year, irrespective of enrollment date. All applications, renewals and membership
questions should be directed to:
NASG, Inc.
c/o Don DeWitt
37 Snow Drive
Mahwah, NJ 07430

Reproduction in whole or in part is prohibited without permission of the
NASG, Inc.
The DISPATCH - ISSN 10457178 - is published bimonthly by Goellner Printing Company, 301 South Main Street, St. Charles,
MO 63301-3498.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: 1 year $12.00,
which is included in the $17.00 annual dues.
All subscriptions payable in U.S. funds. Second class postage is paid at St. Charles, MO.
Printed in the U.S.A. All rights reserved.
POSTMASTER: Send address changes to
The DISPATCH, c/o Don DeWitt, 37 Snow
Drive, Mahwah, NJ 07430.
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
I must start out by wishing everyone a very
Merry Christmas and a Happy and Healthy
New Year. I hope for everyone's sake that 1991
will be a good one. Lately between the MidEast crisis and the gloomy economy there
seems to be a dark cloud over our lives.
Hopefully we will see this period pass quickly
so that we can all live in peace and harmony;
and our thoughts can dwell on more important
things like what is new in 'S' gauge!
Speaking about what is new in our 'S' gauge
community leads me back to something I have
discussed in my previous column. I have been
thinking about promoting our gauge to
manufacturers that already have their feet wet
in producing 'S' gauge products but who could
do more for us. A good example is Microscale
Industries (1555 Placentia Ave., Newport
Beach, CA 92663). They have produced some
very fine decals this past year but if we all took
the time to communicate to them what we want
I know that we would see even more decals
produced. I personally own a lot of brass models
that I wish I had decals for.
Another company I hope we would
communicate with is the Lionel Corporation
(26750 23 Mile Road, Mt. Clemens, MI 48045).
We have been hearing rumors that Lionel might
stop producing American Flyer trains. Let's
stop this rumor in its tracks by writing Lionel
and stating we hope that this is not true; that
we want to see more produced by them. Let's
have some steam engines! If we want to see
our gauge grow we must communicate our
support to these manufacturers. Sometimes the
power of the pen can be mightier than the
sword!
Finally, on promotion for 'S' gauge this coming
year I intend to request that the Board approve
a motion to subsidize Manufacturers and
Dealers in 'S' gauge who attend the NMRA
National Convention in 1991 in Denver,
Colorado. It is important to us to be a presence
at this convention especially after such a good
showing at the joint convention site. If anyone
is interested in getting a booth or interested
in bringing a module or otherwise helping out
in this effort, please contact either Billy Wade
or Don Thompson. Your help will be greatly
appreciated.
"S"incerely,

T T T

THE EDITOR'S DESK
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If you are reading this before the Holidays we hope
that they will be all that you are expecting and are
filled with good cheer. If you are reading this after
the Holidays (which we fervently pray will not be
the case) then we hope that they were all that you
hoped for and they were indeed filled with good
cheer.
We are once more sitting in O'hare airport waiting
for the next flight, this time to El Paso. The wonders
of technology surround us. At a near table a lady
is conversing on her personal modular telephone!
In front of us is a Toshiba lap-top computer, faster
and more powerful than the one that graces our desk
at home. And, of course, everywhere are the environs
of the magic carpet that whooshes us to any place
in just a matter of hours. Why is it so dull, so offputting? Shouldn't it be pleasant, perhaps even
exciting? Only the first-timer truly enjoys air travel
these days. Why did this explosion of technology
by-pass rail travel? It should have been possible to
sit in relatively quiet and comfortable surroundings
all the while moving toward your destination at a
rate easily competitive with most flights of 500 miles
or less. It didn't happen and we are all the poorer
for it.
With this issue we begin our new feature called "Meet
an S Gauger". We expect to include this column in
each issue. Our response from a number of clubs
has been most gratifying. However, we are still
looking for a way to find out about the individuals
who have no club affiliation. If you have an idea
that we might try we would like to hear about it.
It looks like the Central New Yorkers are putting
together a fine show for us next July. It will be 20
years ago that Walt Danylak, Tom Canne, Geoff
Graeber and your editor put together the '71 NESGA
convention in Syracuse. We had organized the
CNYSGA just a few years earlier and had we known
what we were letting ourselves in for by hosting
the convention we probably would not have done
it. It was a good show, though, and started a great
tradition. We are really looking forward to this one.
We think that you will really enjoy the look at Dave
Held's layout presented by Don Thompson. We
visited the layout a few years ago when the NASG
convention was held in Novi, Michigan. It clearly
has matured since then and is becoming a "mustsee" S scale layout.
We are truly impressed with the article on the
Milwaukee Road horizontal rib cars presented by
Jim Kindraka. His loving effort really shows and
we expect that you will be as impressed as we were.

MEET
AN

'S'
GAUGER

The distinguished looking gentleman at the top of
this column is Morris Berk III, usually known as
Moe Berk. Moe is the coordinator of the American
Flyer S Gaugers of the St. Louis Area. The
AFSGSLA is a resolutely informal group or otherwise he would be called something like President.
Moe was a founding member of that group and is
genuinely proud of that fact. Moe also presently
serves as the Executive Vice President of the NASG.
As a boy Moe was privileged to live near the
mainlines of the Wabash and later the Illinois
Central railroads, in Chicago's southside and south
suburbs. When he was but a few years old his uncle
bought him an American Flyer 'O' gauge train set.
He later bought his own AF 'S'gauge train set with
money he earned from his paper delivery route. With
roots like these there is little wonder that he has
sustained a life-long interest in railroads and model
railroading.
Like so many of us, Moe had to put his trains in
storage when he went away to college and during
in the early years of marriage and getting
established. His career in civil engineering took him
to St. Louis in 1967 where he has since remained.
Although he has unpacked some of his trains he
still does not have an operating layout, though he
does now have a "future" train room where he
displays his collections and where the AFSGSLA
meets on occasion. The lack of an operating layout
is the source of some good-natured ribbing by other
members of the club. They allow that he is better
prepared for his own estate sale than anything else.
Moe's collections are modest by some standards but
they range from AF tinplate, to 'S' scale railroad
models, to 1/64 scale toy autos, trucks and
construction equipment. He does not think of himself
as a dedicated collector but collects only select pieces
or items that look nice and are appealing to him.
This range of interests has led not only to

membership in the NASG but also in the NMRA,
TCA, TTOS, and AFCC.
Moe feels most fortunate that his wife, Rita, shares
his general interest in railroads and is supportive
of his hobby activities. For years Moe and Rita
attended model railroad events and the NASG
annual conventions with their three daughters,
often traveling by Amtrak. Acquaintances from
those years still inquire of the couple about those
"three little girls" even though each has graduated
from college and has become established in her own
career. It is this sort of encounter that Moe treasures
most. He believes that the best part of model
railroading is its wonderful, diverse and talented
people. He considers many of these folks that he
has met over the years as close personal friends even
though they may only be together a few times a
year.
With such a full life, Moe has had little time for
regrets. He once had a big one though. Though he
had spent 7 years in college, finishing with a Master
of Science in Civil Engineering, and had been a
registered Professional Engineer for more than 25
years, he had never been in the cab of a real
locomotive. Last year, however, Rita removed that
regret. While they were on an Amtrak trip she found
a sympathetic Trainman and an understanding
Locomotive Engineer and arranged the long sought
visit. Moe was delighted. He is now down to a single
large regret: his lack of an operating layout.
Actually, with the broad range of interests that he
has, Moe feels that he has not missed a single
moment of enjoyment of 'S' gauge railroading.
Adopting the motto of the AFSGSLA, he has done
it he says, "just for the fun of it". In a letter to your
editor, Moe has stated that he strongly believes that
the NASG cannot thrive if it does not combine the
interests of all'S' gaugers from tinplaters to sealers.
It appears that the man embodies his beliefs.

-

DEAR @#$%&*!1

Editor:
I have just become a member of NASG. My store
in Acton, Massachusetts is a place where other
members of the NASG can obtain repairs. To obtain
such repairs contact me at the ACTON MODEL
RAILROAD CENTER, 275 Central Street, Acton
MA 01720. The telephone number is (617) 264-4020.
Our hours are MWF 7-9 PM and Sat 9 AM to 5 PM.

:

Sincerely,
David Cunningham

S Gauge is
Growing!r
NASG Copy Service
Copies of articles that have appeared in past
NASG Dispatch issues, can be obtained from
Kent Singer if you supply the following:
1) Name or description of article,

Editor:
I wonder how many people were as dismayed as
I was when I read the NASG ad in Model Railroader.
I could not believe my eyes. Shades of the 1950s!
Get rid of that ugly third rail? With what?
Outrageously expensive used American Flyer? Hirail American Models which has barely gotten off
the ground and with an inept beginning in code 148
trackage at that? Let's be serious!
I realize that the NASG has members that include
every segment of S gauge and that the predominant
number are AF collectors and operators and
therefore the NASG must and should be responsive
to all. But I submit that no S gauger is served by
hearkening back to a scene that might have had
meaning 40 years ago. I am utterly certain that that
ad will not induce a single person to come into S
gauge. If it grabs any body's attention it would have
to be a Lionel fan (or just barely possibly a Marx
fan) and they are in the same boat as the Flyer guys
with nothing really to be gained by a switch.

2) Vol and issue number,

4) your NASG membership number.

I know the Promotions Committee has a tough row
to hoe. It needs to find some balance in its
promotional activities but you really blew it guys.
I hope that it does not signal something about the
future.

There is no charge.

Yours in "S"

3) Large, stamped, self-addressed envelope,
and

105 Highland Dr.
Baldwinsville, NY 14450

Jay Robertson
(Note: The ad did include mention of the availability
of certain S scale items...Ed.)

SHORT AND EASY
by Kent L. Singer

A ROADSIDE PRODUCE STAND
Not too long ago, Russ Mobley was nice enough to write
and suggest a couple of projects. By far the most fun is
this produce stand. These common stands dot the roadside
all over the northeast and, I suspect, anywhere else there
are farms. Russ sent me a small sketch of the style that
he had in mind and the result is the one shown here.
I first built up a frame to hold the siding. By the time
I got the structure together, I realized that the only frame
needed was at the door and the right corner. Northeastern
wood was used throughout. The siding material is 1/16"
thick clapboard siding and the framing material 1/16"
square lumber. The corners are finished with 3/32" wood
angles.

green. Up our way, sweet corn is a big item. For this,
I used grass seed, also painted coach green. And, as long
as the paint bottle is open, use it on some peppercorns
to represent lettuce.
To add still more display area, Russ suggested using 3/
16" dowel or square wood about 1" high. Better still, take
one or two Clover House barrels, paint them roof brown
with black bands, and glue some poppy seeds, painted
caboose red to represent apples (another popular item up
here), in the open end.
FARM

STAND

Although, I didn't build it this way, I recommend gluing
the four sides together first and then adding the framing
around the door and right side as needed. The overall
dimensions aren't critical as these stands are all built
differently. The display trays extend about a foot into the
stand and are thin pieces of sheetwood with 1/32" square
wood trim and 1/32" x 1/16" braces.
The roof overhangs about a foot in each direction. It is
a piece of sheetwood with 1/32" x 1/16" edging. However,
don't glue it to the stand just yet. The (watermelon) table
is made up of the same thin sheetwood with 1/16" square
legs, 1/64" x 1/32" diagonal braces and 1/32" x 1/8" sides.
Once the stand with trays and table is done, spray paint
all with reefer white. If the wood shows through a bit,
so much the better. The roof should also be painted white
at this time. When it is dry, cover its top with strips of
drafting paper. Then, paint the top flat black with thin
lines of gloss black at the seams to look like tar paper.
When dry, it can be glued to the stand.
The fun is dreaming up produce to sell. Russ suggested
Okra seeds, painted green with white stripes, for
watermelons (shipped, as he says, in his Amity Star
Watermelon Car kit). I used navy beans, painted coach

GOT AN IDEA? Perhaps you've
created some detail to stick along
your right-of-way, set on a loading
dock, dress up a building, and so
forth. We're always looking for fresh
projects. If you'd like to contribute,
the rules are simple: The project
should be somewhat related to
railroading and it should be capable
of being completed in one or two
evenings. You needn't worry about
drawings or photographs. We can do
the drawings and have photos taken.
All that is necessary is a sketch of
the project with some dimensions, a
list of the materials and a short
description of how to build it. Submit
your ideas to Short and Easy, c/o
Kent L. Singer, 105 Highland Dr.,
Baldwinsville, NY 13027
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RIGHT SIDE

TABLE

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * f ft' LORE * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
The alphacyanoacrylate glues are space age
wonders. Developed quite literally in conjunction
with aero-space technology they have also had a
tremendous impact on the hobby industry. They
have changed the way we approach gluing our
models together. As wonderful as the glues
themselves are their containers/dispensers leave
much to be desired. It is very difficult to control
application of the ACC with methods usually
supplied. The ACC normally used by model
railroaders require exposure to air to begin the
chemical setting process. Too much ACC on a joint
sets slowly (by comparison) largely because only the
surface of the "blob" is exposed. That is why very
tiny amounts are recommended for most hobby
applications. You can more readily control the
amount of ACC that you apply by using a properly
shaped round tooth pick. Shave one end of the tooth
pick with a sharp knife to get a quite thin taper.
Square the end of the taper and carefully shape a
crook in its end. See illustration below. This crook
can be used to pick up ACC from a small puddle
placed on a sheet of plastic or glass. The small
amount of ACC in the crook can readily be
transferred to your work-piece. Practice making a
few of these until you get a smooth taper that can
readily be shaped with your fingers. Then
experiment with them to see how you want to shape
the crook so that it carries the amount of glue that
you need for a particular job. When you begin a job
make yourself several so that they are always
handy....JF

I have just completed construction of the main
building of the Lehigh Valley mine complex. I have
tried several variations on the suggestions for
modeling open windows. These windows represent
casement windows and my variations are: 1) Cut
the three sides so they open on a vertical plane. This
is especially typical on small sizes. 2) Cut the entire
movable portion out of the window. (Observe any
building to see which panes move.) Cut a piece of
fine piano wire, which will be hidden by the scribed
black lines, to extend beyond the open panes. Then
AC,C it on the center black line. 3) Finally, ACC
the movable portion on an angle simulating the open
windjow. See the illustration below. Vary the angle
for different windows. Be sure that they open the
correct way lest you funnel model rain into your
building! ....John Long

SWINGING CASEMENT WINDOWS

Swing out portions to suit
• Cut on any symmetrical lines
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THE PROMOTIONS COMMITTEE
by
John Craft

Like so many I have had good ideas and good
intentions but unfortunately, I have been so caught
up in the grind of real life seeking merely to get
done what needed to be done that I could not get
done what this committee requires. I have recently
undertaken several changes which should alleviate
the problem.
The coupons have been complete for some time but
have been one of those things that I could not get
out even though they were done. I have spent many
hours contacting manufacturers in other scales
trying to get a feel for what it would take to get
them to consider 'S'. I have spoken to Don Tichy
with some success and the people at MicroEngineering with some frustration. I will discuss
these events in a later column.
I have probably spent most of my time talking to
dealers. I've spoken to dealers in about ten different
states. In general there appears to be a chain which
needs to be broken: 'S' sealers seldom shop at the
local dealer because he doesn't carry 'S'. The dealer
doesn't carry 'S' because he has no buyers;
sometimes he simply may not know that it exists.
Most dealers seemed to confuse American Models
with American Flyer; I had to explain that what
I had actually said was American MODELS. Most
of the time they had not heard of it.
'O' scale dealers long ago learned the virtues of
stocking Lionel compatible products to accompany
the Lionel on their shelves. These same dealers are
unaware that it is possible to market 'S'in a similar
manner. Now why am I, a scale modeler, advocating
this approach to dealers? Because in 'O' scale the
three-railers are more often paying the bills on the
new projects.

POST ITS
(We will run short want ads or swap lists for NASG
members in addition to club or individual notices
in this column. First five lines of first ad are free
to members. Additional lines to a maximum of 10,
first ad, are charged at 20 cents per word. Additional
ads are charged at 20 cents per word, minimum
charge $3.50. Non-member ads charged at 25 cents
per word, maximum of 10 lines, minimum charge
$5.00. Must be paid in advance to NASG, Inc. Public
service ads or notices placed by members are free.)
WANTED: S Scale Loco and Supply driver castings,
spoked wheels, in 56", 69" and 79" diameters. Prefer
centers only without axles and tires. Also Overland
Models 79" Scullen Disc drivers for the NYC Hudson.
Contact Brian Jackson (217) 787-9717 or 787-6620,
c/o The Whistle Post Hobby Shop 2347 West Monroe,
Springfield, IL 62704.
NOTICE NOTICE NOTICE NOTICE
When I unpacked from the Pittsburgh convention
I found that two airslide hoppers that are not mine
had somehow gotten mixed with my stuff. The owner
of these can have them by contacting me and
identifying them. Ken Zieska, 11810 52nd Ave. N.,
Plymouth, MN 55442-1820. (612) 559-3780
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I expect that I am fairly typical of scale modelers.
As a rule I don't buy anything that does not fit my
prototype or modeling concept. My observations are
that tinplaters, A-F collectors and Hi-railers are
different. They will choose what they like from
various rosters and enjoy without ever taking the
time to count the rivets. They are not as self limiting
and thus pose a more easily tapped market.
For this reason I feel that the tinplate market is
our best bet for getting 'S' onto the average dealer's
shelves. We must remember that if a dealer carries
the products to patronize the store. If he goes out
on a limb, particularly in the present economy, we
must support him. So, every AF operator and hirailer
out there, the next time you go into a store that sells
AF and Gargraves, show them an American Models
ad in any issue of "Classic Toy Trains" and ask
them why they don't carry it.
The highrail dealer is also a strong bet for another
reason. These' are the dealers who shop outside of
the Walthers catalog with frequency and therefore
would be more likely to order from another source.
10
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The National Association ofS Gangers Presents

1991 American FlyerTM Commemorative Cars
Produced by LIONEL^ for NASG Members Only
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BORAX

Anticipated delivery:
August, 1991

*SM RTTI

ORDER DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 28, 1991
The NASG has contracted with Lionel to produce a limited run of two American Flyer 1991 Commemorative freight cars.
The 1991 cars, fourth and fifth in an annual series of NASG cars, will be
1) a white New York Central plug-door reefer (car number NYMX 491) with a red roof and ends, a wide blue stripe
along the sides, blue and white lettering and a blue logo.
2) a grey Boraxo covered hopper (car number GACX 591) with red, white and black lettering and logo.
Trucks and couplers will be the normal American Flyer style.
We are limited by Lionel to sell these cars ONLY TO CURRENT OR NEW NASG MEMBERS. At least 50 cars will
be reserved for NEW NASG members. Current members: If your membership expires on 6-30-91, or later, you are
already eligible to buy this car without additional membership dues. You must be a member to be able to purchase
these 1991 Commemorative cars. This offer will last only until February 28th, or until the supply of cars is exhausted.
At this time, we will accept paid orders for no more than two (2) of each car per member.
SEND YOUR ORDER WITH YOUR CHECK (payable to NASG, INC.) TO: NASG 1991 AMERICAN FLYER CARS
c/o DOUG PECK, 6 STOREYBROOKE DRIVE, NEWBURYPORT, MA 01950

Order Form
QUANTITY (circle number)
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP
NASG MEMBERSHIP #
(Current members only)
Remember.'.' Maximum Order is 4 Cars

or 2 NYC carfs}
1 or 2 Boraxo car(s)
Specials
or

TOTALS

(MAX. =2, (8) $37) §
(MAX -2 @ $33) $

1 NYC & 1 Boraxo car
($65) $
2 NYC & 2 Boraxo cars ($130) $

W A C / ^ JXtiW
MfAX/ ivieniDersnip
A/famK<»<c?hin T\m»<?
/"tT7\£
JNAoij
jjues ($1
/) %

(Current Member' IX) NOT RENEW USING THIS FORM)

(If Massachusetts resident, 5% SALES TAX: $
TOTAL: $

BRANCH LINE NEWS
For a decade fall has meant its time for the Central
Jersey S Sealer's Fall Get-Together. Begun as an
afternoon gathering in a member's home the affair
gradually outgrew private residences and became
a Friday through Sunday regional event. With one
exception, the event has been held in the spacious
hall of Christ Episcopal Church in South Amboy,
New Jersey.
The 1990 version was held on October 26-28. There
were a great number of modules on hand. The
resulting model railroad system contained a large
loop with the New Jersey "Y" at one end. Other wellknown modules included the "Kindraka Interchange", Stan Stockrocki's prize winner, Dave
Bailey's 32' hump yard and Mike Cunningham's two
single track rural modules. There was also a module
featuring standard gauge with operating narrow
gauge. Altogether the system ran over 175' of rail,
most of which was double tracked. As in Pittsburgh,
there was minimal trouble setting up the system.
Set-up time was about 5 hours.

gauge. There was also lots of just plain reminiscing
with friends old and new.
Several manufacturers and/or dealers were present
just in case any one had any money to spend. These
included Helper Service, S Designs, River Raisin and
Downs Model Railroad. There were some interesting
items on swap tables. A veritable "feeding
frenzy" occurred when Jeff Wilson arrived with
several boxes of assorted Hoquat "deals" including
a complete S scale farm.
After dinner on Saturday Vic Roseman presented
an excellent clinic on S scale vehicles and what is
readily available for conversion. Following that
Kent Singer and Mark Waelder presented a slide
show promotion for the NASG National Convention
to be held in Syracuse, NY in July 1991. The
convention car mock-up was on display.

Railroad videos were shown continuously on Friday
and Saturday, providing both a place to sit and relax
and some interesting discussion topics. In the spirit
of a true get-together there were plenty of informal
discussions on the past, present and future of S

The CJSS Fall Get-Together is not a large affair,
it is not intended to be. Attendance is not limited
but no general announcements are usually made.
It is for the serious S sealer who is looking for a
weekend of operation and good fellowship. It is held
annually in late October or early November.
Arrangements have been made so that attendees
get a significant rate reduction for rooms at the new
Raritan Center Holiday Inn, about 10 minutes from
the Church. If you are interested in attending next
year, drop them a note. I am sure you will be welcome
and that you will not fail to enjoy
yourself....Reported by Jim Kindraka.

PHOTO 1. Mike Ferraro's module. Mike's switcher
and caboose.

PHOTO 2. Bob Dexter's Sn2 engine on his module.
Photos by Don DeWitt

Operations began on Friday evening and continued
through Sunday. The motive power as well as the
train consists varied widely with something to
please everybody's taste.
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The "first ever" Texas Gulf Division 8, NMRA Model
Train Show and Convention was held November
3, 1990 in the Kingswood area of Houston, Texas.
The Houston S Sealers set up their modules for the
1 day show along with modular groups in all the
major scales.

The train show helped kick off the month long
modeler's open house which featured many of the
area's finest layouts. This year Rusty Paulus had
his standard gauge layout open and Ken Stanley
featured his Sn3 layout for the first time since
rebuilding last year....Reported by Bob Werre

PHOTO 3. The Houston S Sealers modular layout showing how good it is to be in 'S'!
Photo by Bob Werre

S" Fest Report
Our hosts this year were the State Line S Gaugers
using Holiday Inn as the convention center. The
convention opened at 6:00 P.M. Friday and
continued through Saturday night with the banquet.
Sunday was layout tour and return homeday.
For an American Flyer collector, the fall Fest is a
must. It is there that you find the largest
concentration of AF hardware on display for sale
or trade. You just might see an item that has eluded
your grasp or is beyond your pocketbook. Items such
as all aboard snow scenes or new in the box items.

Highlights of the convention included the
continuous showing of railroad films and videos by
Andy Jugle, John Heck's hourly price reduction sale,
attendance prizes and raffle. Of course the Saturday
night banquet is a must. With over 130 in
attendance, speaker Steve Herr of the Wisconsin and
Calumet railroad gave an interesting slide show on
"The Reclamation of a Railroad". The WCT operates
over former Milwaukee Road track leased from the
state of Wisconsin.
The layout tours were scheduled for Sunday
morning, however Vera Geerts invited us over after
the banquet to view their attic layout. Her son Andy
kept the trains operating while the group surrounded
(Continued on Page 30)
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PORT HURON & NORTHERN RAILROAD
Photos and Text by Don Thompson
Drawing by Doug Miller

I had the opportunity last spring to visit and
photograph Dave Held's Port Huron and Northern
Railroad. It is situated in the basement of his house
in Utica, Michigan in a room that is 34' x 17'. Dave
models the transition period to modern with both
steam and diesels for motive power.
The Port Huron and Northern is a north to south
railroad with both passenger and freight service.
Most of its freight revenue comes from the
automobile parts, coal, lumber and grain. It
interchanges with the C&O, GTW, DT&I, AA, and
at Red Oak, the narrow gauge Rocky Ridge Railroad.
The three foot narrow gauge is loosely modeled after
the East Broad Top and likewise mostly hauls coal
and lumber.
Just about all of the track is hand laid with code
70 or 100 rail. There are some Miller tie strips with
code 125, most of this is in tunnels or otherwise
hidden from view. The most recent additions have
been made with code 100 flex track. Most of the
turnouts are scratch built with some American
Models (Old Pullman) kits used. In the yards, Dave
used #6 Shinohara turnouts. The two crossings are
both handlaid, with one being scratch built and the
other built by Earl Eshleman.
14

The PH&N layout is about 80% sceniced with several
structures still to be completed. Additional trackage
is scheduled to be started this winter and finished
sometime next year. This will complete Port Huron
yard. A combination of imported brass, plastic kits
and scratch built locos and rolling stock are used
on the PH&N. An interesting note is that the
majority of Dave's equipment was made after 1981.

PHOTO 1. A pair of C&O FP-7s rumble under the Midland Viaduct with a string of empty hoppers bound
for the coal mines of Red Oak. The FP-7s are from American Models. Dave painted and lettered them
with C&O decals available from River Raisin.

PHOTO 2. The early morning milk train moves through the town of Cadillac with a leased E-3 at the
point. The E-3/6, made about 1985 by Overland, is owned by Jim Kindraka and custom decorated by Dave
Wehrwein. The Rock Island decals as well as the 40' Pfaudler milk car are available from River Raisin.
15
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PHOTO 3. At the end of the day a PH&N RS-3 running with just its hack over the Atlanta crossing. The
RS-3s were imported by Alco Models in 1981. They were the first S scale imported brass motive power.
The caboose was built from a Northeastern Great Northern caboose kit.

PHOTO 4. A Chessie wide-vision caboose brings up the rear of a local peddler freight. The wide-vision
caboose is from Modern Models (still available through River Raisin) lettered with G&W Chessie diesel
decals. The Ann Arbour box is a re-doored American Models kit.
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PHOTO 5. A Wabash SW-1 sets out a Reading box car from the Saginaw yard. The SW-1 was made in
Korea for Oriental Models in 1987. The boxcar is lettered with Reading dry transfers from CDS.

PHOTO 6. Down graded to local service, the once proud PH&N ten wheeler shuttles cars down the hill
to the narrow gauge interchange at Red Oak. The ten wheeler was the second engine imported by Charlie
Sandersfeld and is nicely painted and lettered by Dave Wehrwein.
17

PHOTO 7. A pair of Ann Arbour FAs back a string of empties into the Clarion Siding. The Alcos, handsomely
finished by Dave Wehrwein, are some of Overland's finest.

PHOTO 8. A Detroit Toledo and Ironton GP-9 waits for the Chessie caboose to clear the Saginaw crossing
before it moves on to the town of Hawks. The water tank is part of the Rocky Ridge narrow gauge railroad.
The Geep as well as the box car are made by American Models.
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THE CENTRAL NEW YORK "5" GAUGE ASSOCIATION
PRESENTS

S GAUGE

THE

20th

ANNUAL

NASG
NATIONAL
CONVENTION
JULY 18-21, 1991
THE HOLIDAY INN HOTEL
SYRACUSE, NY 13210
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INTRODUCTION

CLINICS

The Central New York "S" Gauge Association welcomes everyone to join us at this year's annual NASG
"S" Gauge National Convention.

A full program of interesting clinics and seminars will
be presented by noted S-gaugers and other model
railroaders. Topics include photography, model building, collecting, and prototype railroading in Central
New York. Clinics have been scheduled to not conflict
with tours.

LOCATION
THE HOLIDAY INN (DOWNTOWN)
701 E. GENESEE ST.
SYRACUSE, N.Y. 13210
(315) 474-7251 (Mention "NASG Convention")
Room Rates $59 (flat rate: week before and after)
One location, free parking!

S-MOD and AF LAYOUTS
We are pleased to announce that we will have both an
S-MOD system layout and an AF layout. Requests to
bring modules will be considered on a first come, first
served basis until March 15, 1991. Please contact:
Neil Redding, 5826 Augsburg Circle, East Syracuse,
NY 13057. Telephone (315) 656-8694.
Modules must conform to the NASG S-MOD SYSTEM. If you are not able to bring a module, you can
still be a part of the operation. We will welcome all
equipment that conforms to NASG standards on the
layout. Commemorative plaques will be given to all
modules that participate in this event.

MODEL

CONTEST

The NASG Model contest is open to all NASG members. Contest events will be held in Junior, Amateur,
Carftsman and Master Craftsman categories. CNYSGA
will rebate $2 for each model entered in the contest.
Please note that only two models per entrant are permitted in any one Contest Event.

EXHIBITS
The exhibitors, dealers and manufacturers will display
their products in two areas totalling over 1600 square
feet. Meet many S dealers both Flyer and Scale, brass
importers and S manufacturers.To reserve table space
contact: Walt Danylak, 115 Upland Road, Syracuse,
NY 13207. Telephone (315) 479-5879.

ICE-BREAKER PARTY-THURSDAY PM
Join your old friends and meet new ones! Refreshments will be served.

.
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SPOUSE

PROGRAMS

A full program of interesting activities has been
planned for spouses including a tour of the largest
shopping mail in the northeastern United States, the
recently opened Carousel Center. An extra fare wine
tasting tour of the Finger Lakes region has been arranged. Convention site activities include a hospitality
suite and clinics.

TOURS
Rome Locomotive Works (Included)- Air conditioned motor coach travel to this Central New York locomotive shop which rebuilds both diesel and steam engines. Work has been done at this facility for the
NYS&W and other railroads.
Tloga Central Railroad (Extra Fare)- Air conditioned motor coach travel to the Tioga Transportation
Museum and ride on the Tioga Central Railroad (former
LV Auburn Branch) to the Newark Valley Station and
the Bement-Billings Farmstead Museum. Displays include an "unbelievable" model railroad, pioneer farm
life demonstrations, and antique carriages. (Limited
availability, reserve early.)

S GAUGE REDISTRIBUTION MEET
We're going out of our way to provide the opportunity
for S Gaugers to unload their unwanted treasures and
go home with somebody else's! For table space on a
first come, first served basis please contact:
Charlie Brown, 99 Lynnhaven Drive, North Syracuse,
NY 13212. Telephone (315) 452-0349

LAYOUT AND RAILFAN TOURS
Maps will be available for self-guided tours of local HO,
O, S scale and American Flyer layouts and prototype
equipment & operations including Conrail DeWitt
Yards, the Central New York Chapter National Railway
Historical Society historic equipment displays and
Martisco Station Museum.

TENTATIVE SCHEDULE
THURSDAY, JULY 18
9:00 AM
1:00 PM

5-6 PM
6-10 PM

6:30 PM
7:30 PM
8:30 PM
10:OOPM

MODULE AND MANUFACTURER SET UP
REGISTRATION OPENS
CONTEST ROOM OPENS-Plaza Room
MANUFACTURER & DEALER DISPLAY
OPENS-Metro Rooms
S-MOD LAYOUT OPEN-Concourse Rooms
SUPPER-AII Activities Ctose
REGISTRATION OPEN
CONTEST REGISTRATION OPEN
S-MOD LAYOUT OPEN-Concourse Rooms
MANUFACTURER & DEALER DISPLAYS
OPEN-Metro Rooms
SPOUSE ACTIVITY-Summit & Vista Rooms
CLINIC-Paramount Room
ICE-BREAKER PARTY-Skyline Center
All Regular Activities Close

FRIDAY, JULY 19
8:30 AM HOSPITALITY ROOM OPEN-Paramount
Room
8:30 AM RR TOUR DEPARTS (Tfoga Central)
9:00 AM REGISTRATION OPEN
CONTEST ROOM OPEN-Plaza Rooms
S-MOD LAYOUT OPEN-Concourse Rooms
MANUFACTURER & DEALER DISPLAYS
OPEN-Metro Rooms
9:00 AM NON-RRTOUR DEPARTS (Finger Lakes)
11:30 AM ALL ACTIVITIES CLOSE
1:00 PM ALL ACTIVITIES OPEN
5:30 PM ALL/ACTIVITIES CLOSE
7:00 PM ALL ACTIVITIES OPEN
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP MEETINGSSkyline Center (if requested)
8:00 PM CLINIC-Paramount Room
NASG BOT MEETING-Vista Room
SPOUSE ACTIVITY-Summit Room
9:00 PM CLINIC-Paramount Room
10:00 PM ALL ACTIVITIES CLOSE
10:00 PM LATE NIGHT DISCUSSION-Skyline Center

SATURDAY, JULY 20
8:00 AM REGISTRATION OPEN
SWAP MEET SET-UP-Board & Metro
Rooms & Hallway
8:30 AM HOSPITALITY ROOM OPEN

9:00 AM
9:00 AM

9:30 AM
10:00 AM
10:45 AM
12:00 PM
1:00
5:00

PM
PM

5:45
7:15
8:30
9:45

PM
PM
PM
PM

10:00 PM
10:45 PM
11:59 PM

SWAP MEET OPEN
S-MOD LAYOUT OPEN
CONTEST ROOM OPEN
MANUFACTURER & DEALER DISPLAY
OPEN-Board & Metro Rooms & Hallway
RR TOUR DEPARTS (Rome Loco Works)
NON-RR TOUR DEPARTS
MODEL CONTEST ROOM CLOSED
LUNCH-AII activities close except
manufacturer & dealer displays
S-MOD LAYOUT OPEN-Concourse Room
MANUFACTURERS DEALER
BREAKDOWN-Board & Metro Rooms
CONTEST RESULTS OPEN TO VIEW
ALL ACTIVITIES CLOSE
COCKTAIL HOUR-Skyline Center
BANQUET
S-MOD LAYOUT OPEN
CONTEST ROOM OPEN
AUCTION-Skyline Center
MODELS PICKED-UP- CONTEST ROOM
ALL ACTIVITIES CLOSED

SUNDAY, JULY 21
8:00
9:45
10:00
12:00
1:00

AM
AM
AM
PM
PM

S-MOD LAYOUT BREAKDOWN
HOSPITALITY ROOM OPEN-Metro Room
NASG BUSINESS MEETING-Metro Room
ALL HOTEL ACTIVITIES FINISHED
LAYOUT & RAILFAN TOURS

LOCATION: Exit 36 off the NYS Thruway (I-90) to
Interstate 81 South. Exit at Harrison Street, Exit 18.
Travelling north on 1-81, exit at Adams Street, Exit 18.

TRAVEL: Syracuse is served by major airlines at Hancock International Airport, by
Amtrak (4 trains per day, east and west), and
is at the crossroads of I-90 and 1-81.

REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Please Contact
Ralph Hodson, Registrar
3259 Bella Vista Drive
LaFayette, NY 13084
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REGISTRATION FORM

The 20th Annual

(Please fill in ALL Applicable information)

NASG NATIONAL CONVENTION
CIRCLE FIRST DAY OF ARRIVAL and AM/PM:

WED

THR

FRI

SAT

SUN

7/17

7/18 7/19 7/20 7/21

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY!

. / Non-member

NASG#

NAME:

ADDRESS:
CITY:

_STATE/PROVENCE_

ZIP

PHONE NUMBER (.
FAMILY MEMBERS NAMES: Add more if required
NAME:

_Rail/Non-rail/Youth (age)_

NAME:

_Rail/Non-rail/Youth (age)_

NAME:

_Rail/Non-rail/Youth (age)_

NAME:

_Rail/Non-rail/Youth (age).

Extra Fare Events: (seats may be limited)
Trip to Tioga Central Railroad
(Iv. Friday AM)
$25.00 x ( )= $_
Trip to Finger Lakes
(Iv. Friday AM)
$25.00 x ( )= $_
Banquet
(Saturday Nite 8:30 PM)

Non-NASG MEMBER $42.00

$_

SPOUSE $30.00

$_

$25.50 x ( )= $_

Late Registration (after 5/15/91):
NASG MEMBER $42.00 $_

$_

Non-NASG MEMBER $47.00 $_

Extra fare Subtotal:

Saturday Tours (included in basic registration)
Choose one for each person registered.
Rome Loco Works

SPOUSE $35.00

$_

One Day (Saturday-No Tours) $5.00 $_

#.

or

Carousel Center

Basic Registration (by 5/15/91):
(Includes Saturday tours)
NASG MEMBER $37.00
$_

Registration Subtotal:
#

$_

Extra Fare Subtotal:
Make Checks Payable to:
"C.N.Y.S.G.A."
Mail Registration form and payment to:
Ralph Hodson, Registrar
3259 Bella Vista Drive, LaFayette, NY 13084.
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GRAND TOTAL:

$_

Method of Payment will be: Checks or Money Order
Do NOT send Cash: Payable in US funds only.

1991 NASG CONVENTION CAR

Pacific Rail Shops and the Central New York S Gauge Association are pleased to announce that the 1991
NASG Convention Car will be a 50' double door box car decorated in New York Central's famous "Early
Bird" scheme. Three numbers will be offered: The year (1991) and two prototype numbers (45200-46899 series).
The car will also be available with your choice of scale or hi-rail (American Flyer compatible) trucks and
couplers. The price is $25.00 each, delivered at the Convention in July. If you are unable to attend the Convention,
your order can be shipped. Shipping charges are $3.00 for the first car and $1.50 for each additional car.
Shipped orders will be sent in August.

QTY

SCALE

or HI-RAIL

1991 Convention Car #1991

X

$25.00

1991 Convention Car Prototype #1

X

$25.00

1991 Convention Car Prototype #2

X

$25.00

Shipping Charges (see above)
TOTAL
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: CNYSGA
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

SEND ORDERS TO;
WALT DANYLAK
115 UPLAND ROAD
SYRACUSE, NY 13207
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THE MILWAUKEE ROAD
HORIZONTAL RIBBED BOX CARS
by
James A. Kindraka

Throughout the history of railroads each railroad
strove for a particular identity to distinguish itself
from its competitors. Some did it through
advertising or logos such as "Phoebe Snow",
lightening stripes or warbonnet paint schemes.
Some did it with recognizable types of equipment
such as Belpaire or Wooten fireboxes, high hood
diesels, Zephyrs and turbines. Still others did it with
such things as company designed and built round
roof boxcars, battleship gondolas and electrics. This
article is about one of these latter "design"
trademarks. It is about what is surely one of the
most recognizable and longest surviving such
trademarks: the Milwaukee Road horizontal ribbed
box cars.

50'6" inside length, a 9'2" inside width and a 10'4"
inside height. The 14'6" door opening was covered
with double Youngstown doors. The horizontal ribs
provided increased carbody strength at the same
time they provided unobstructed lading areas inside
the car.

Though it had emerged from bankruptcy only a few
years earlier, on January 25, 1930 the Chicago,
Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad, popularly
known as the Milwaukee Road, opened new car
shops in Milwaukee, Wisconsin's industrial
Menomenee River Valley a few miles south and west
of downtown. As the shops became established they
began to create new car designs. In time this huge
shop would produce not only freight cars but also
all classes of Milwaukee rolling stock, passenger
cars, steam locomotives and even a few one of a
kind diesel designs.

The new trademark had taken root and in 1939
horizontal ribbed bay window cabooses and single
door 40' boxcars were added to the list. Production
of the 40' boxcars continued through 1949. In all
there were 12 lots of differing sizes of the single door
40' boxes and 4 lots of the 40' double door automobile
cars.

In the 1934, the West Milwaukee Shops (as they
became known) produced a 40' composite car with
a "wagontop" roof, the first of the Milwaukee's allwelded freight cars. However, the horizontal ribbed
box cars did not appear until 1937 when the West
Milwaukee Shops produced the XA class of 50' box
cars. These were numbered 13500-13999 and had a

MILW 13631 West
Milwaukee Shops
photo of the very
first lot of horizontal rib cars builtthe 50' automobile
cars of 1937. This
example has full
length ribs, the 5/5
Dreadnaught end,
lumber door and a
Hutchins
roof.
(Milwaukee Road
collection; courtesy
Milwaukee Public
Library).
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The design was used again in September 1938 on
passenger cars for the "Hiawatha" of 1939. The rib
design of these cars was carried over to the tender
of the F-7 class 4-6-4 locomotive used on this famous
train. Excellent color photos of the ribbed tender
with distance shots of the cars can be found in Don
Ball's book "America's Colorful Railroads"
(published by Reed Books, 1978) on pages 140 and
142.

Between 1937 and 1947, 8 lots of 50' cars were built.
These included single door and double door cars as
well as several with doors in the end for handling
automobiles. There was even one lot of "express"
cars fitted with steam and signal lines and riding
on passenger car trucks. These cars had the
additional unique feature of being 50' 7" long, but
with only 8' 9" height inside!
The Milwaukee continued producing rolling stock
in this design into 1951; the last horizontal ribbed
cabooses (#02065-02114) were rolled out the door in
that year.

Production amounts and numbering of boxcars
placed in broad general groups are as follows:
Car Type
40' Single Door
40' Double Door
50' Single Door
50' Express
50' Double Door

Car Numbers
18000-28539
6500-7099,9000-9499
50000-50474,5050050999
925-949
13500-13999, 1400014249, 15500-15749

# Built
10540
1100
975
25
1000

Naturally, with a production history as long as that
of the horizontal ribbed cars, many detail changes
were made along the way producing a number of
versions of each type. Indeed, with the Milwaukee
Road these detail differences become especially
significant for the modeler.
To gain some perspective on the richness of these
changes it is necessary to understand the rather

unconventional way that the West Milwaukee Shops
constructed these cars. The railroad used
prefabricated subassemblies on its car production
lines. The roof assembly came complete with its
running boards, hand grabs and end fascia already
welded in place. The end subassembly included the
interior sheathing and corner side sheets with all
ladders, grab irons and brake appliances in place.
The tops of the ends were flat rather than peaked
in order to mate with the roof subassembly. Because
of its construction the roof needed no car body parts
to support its individual panels. This maximized the
internal capacity while minimizing the tare (tare)
weight. The use of subassembly construction
permitted design changes and innovations to go on
for each subassembly more or less independently.
Over a period of years the resultant cars might have
similar sides but ends and roofs of differing design.
Given that The Milwaukee used 3 different roof
manufacturers, 2 different end designs and 3
different sides, the number of possible variations
was enormous!

MILW 34587. An
original production
version of the 40'
box, this 10'6" car
was photographed
in March 1971 outside Camden, AL.
Note the full length
ribs, Camel door, 8run ladder and
Dreadnaught 5/5
end. (H. W. Articling
collection.)

MILW 38545. A
typical post-war
40' box car with
standard length
ribs, Youngstown
door, Intermediate
Dreadnaught ends
\vith a lumber door.
Photographed in
the late '70's in
Enola, PA. (H. W.
Ameling collection).
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The original 40' single door box had an inside height
of 10' 6" with a capacity of 3898 cubic feet. In 1942
the inside height was increased to 10' 9" yielding
a 4136 cubic foot capacity. This may say seem like
a relatively minor change but the increased height
was just enough to require 9-rung ladders on the
sides rather than the original 8-rung ladders. This
is a feature often missed in the drawings found in
model magazines. The original cars were made with
standard Dreadnaught end, Hutchins roofs and socalled full length ribs. On these cars the side ribs
extended the entire length of the car and behind
the ladders to the weld line of the end. The doors
were 6' wide and were supplied by either Superior,
Camel or Creco.
The first lot of 50' cars (#13000-13499) also had full
length ribs and similar roofs and ends. However,
the doors were supplied by Youngstown.

wide panel at both ends of the side sheet. The result
was that the ribs ended at the ladders rather than
extending behind them. These became known as the
standard length ribs. During this same period the
Milwaukee Road began using what is called, by
some, the 4/4 Intermediate Dreadnaught end.
Though these two changes did not first occur at the
same time they occurred together in about 60% of
the 40' cars produced. These changes were also made
in 50' cars but since the bulk of them were made
prior to 1944, only about 500 of the 2000 built had
both standard length ribs and 4/4 ends. My records
indicate that all 1000 50' single door cars have the
original 5/5 Dreadnaught even though the last lot
of 500 were built with standard length ribs. Finally,
in this '44 to '45 period the use of Camel and Creco
doors was abandoned. The railroad shifted to the
exclusive use of Superior or Youngstown doors.

MILW 6675. A double door 40' automobile box car. The 8-rung ladder reveals that this is 10' 6" car. The
older style rhomboid logo was applied to the left end of these cars because there wasn't enough room to
apply "The Milwaukee Road." (C. K. Yungkurth, Rail Date Services.)

With the second lot of 40' cars built in 1939, The
Milwaukee switched to Murphy welded double panel
roofs. This unique design remained in use until the
very end of horizontal ribbed car production.
It is interesting that the first cars built in 1939 had
steel running boards. During the war years running
boards were wooden, presumably due to steel
shortages. In late 1945, steel running boards
returned and were present on all future production.
The author did document a 1945-built car that still
retained a wooden running board in January of 1980.
During the 1944-1945 period the full length
horizontal ribs were shortened leaving a flat, 20"
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There was an additional variation used on the car
sides, the so-called mid-rib design. It consisted of
a horizontal weld line on the side sheets half way
between the regular ribs (see photo of car #22171).
This variation was applied only to the standard
length rib cars and mostly during wartime
production - the years 1944 and 1945. The probable
reason for this variation was to add strength at a
time the steel used for the car sides was rolled a
few mils thinner to save precious material for other
wartime needs.
I have attempted to include photos wherever I could
show some of the variations. From even my limited
presentation it is obvious that the term "horizontal
rib box car" encompassed a myriad of variations.

For the modeler, there are some car number series
that can be used as general guides to indicate
transitions in style. It must be remembered though
that there are no hard and fast rules. The large
number of possible variations means that there is
probably an exception to everything. The best guides
are prototype photos. The 40' box cars numbered
18000 to 21187 had full length ribs with 5/5
Dreadnaught ends. Cars numbered 21188 to 23187
had standard length ribs, most with the mid-rib
weld, and with a mixture of 4/4 and 5/5 ends. Cars
numbered 23188 to 28539 had standard length ribs
with Intermediate Dreadnaught 4/4 ends. The 40'
double door cars all had standard length ribs; those

numbered 6500 to 7099 had 10' 6" interior heights
and used the 5/5 Dreadnaught ends whereas the
last lot, numbered 9000 to 9499, had 10' 9" interiors
and used the 4/4 end. The 50' double door boxes
also may be put into two groups though with
considerably more diversity within the group. The
original 1937-built cars (#13500-13999) had full
length ribs, 10' 4" interiors, Hutchins single panel
roofs, and 5/5 Dreadnaught ends. The 1947-built,
10' 9" interior cars (#14000-14249 and 15500-15749)
had standard length ribs, Murphy double panel roofs
and Intermediate Dreadnaught ends. Some of the
cars in the latter group (#15500-15749) were fitted
with Camel end doors for automobile loading. All
the 50' double door cars used either Superior or
Youngstown doors.
>•

MILW 21176 & 23055. Builders photos at the West Milwaukee Shops. At first glance the cars appear
similar but a close look reveals a number of variations. These cars have different rib lengths, doors,
ends, lumber doors and ladders. They are even lettered differently. Each represents the reigning
design at their building date. 21176 was built in August 1940, 23055 in June 1944. (Milwaukee Road
collection; courtesy of Milwaukee public library.)
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MILW22171. Photo
taken on the NKP
in Zanesville, OH
clearly shows the
"mid-rib" design.
(R.C.
Feld
photo;
collection of John C.
LaRue, Jr.)

MILW 53356. A 50'
7" single door car
photographed in
August 1977 in N.
Sioux City, S.D.
(J.A. Greedy photo)
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The great majority of the cars, both 40' and 50', were
equipped with small "lumber doors" in the upper
portion of one end. These small doors permitted the
passage of long pieces of lumber that could not fit
through the side doors. Such doors were not unique
to the Milwaukee Road cars. They were a standard
car manufacturer option. However, their widespread
use on these cars adds a spotting feature.
As built, the cars were all painted the Milwaukee
Road version of box car red. My information is that
Scalecoat II, #2013, Box Car Red is an acceptable
modeling color. In an effort to get closer, some
modelers prefer a 50/50 mixture of Floquil AT&SF
Mineral Brown and Floquil R74 Box Car Red. In
1965 the cars went through shopping and repainting
to Milwaukee Road color specification 747, Mineral
Red. A perfect match for this color is Scalecoat II,
#2012, Tuscan Red. Originally the cars carried
"Route of the Hiawathas" lettering although some
were lettered "Route of the Electrified Olympian".
In the 1965 repainting, the large block "Milwaukee
Road" was applied in addition to the rhomboid logo.
Additionally, in 1965 a large group of 40' cars were
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shopped and converted to 50' cars. This was done
by cutting 40' cars in half and welding a new
premanufactured 10' section in. The cars used a
single 8' door and, except for the door, the car sides
were indistinguishable from the original 50' single
door cars. The tops however were strikingly
different. The premanufactured sections had flat
diagonal panels (similar to those found on American
Models box cars) but on either end there was the
Murphy double panel roof of the original car. A real
eye catcher if you happened to be on a bridge!
Although the horizontal ribbed cars were built only
by the Milwaukee Road, their sheer number (over
13,000) made them ubiquitous. On any given day,
from the '40s on, thousands of these cars were rolling
in freight cars all over the country. The
aforementioned "America's Colorful Railroads" has
a couple of horizontal ribbed box cars in Pennsy
trains shown on pages 65 and 75; virtually every
railroad video of that era will show one if the camera
keeps rolling after the engine has passed. No other
mass produced freight car is as recognizable in a
photograph!

These cars continued to be used even in later years.
The Milwaukee Shops converted at least one to an
insulated reefer with a plug door. Many of the cars
were converted to wood chip service and a few were
sold to the Western Pacific for that use. I have photos
and journal entries showing heavy use of 40' cars
on Milwaukee's "Beer Line", a spur that served
several downtown breweries, including Joseph
Schlitz (now closed), Val Blatz (also closed) and
Pabst. In the late '70s when my journal entries were
made most of the cars were used to haul the brewer's
spent grain to sites on the Milwaukee Road where
it was blended into animal feed. By this date in 1990
all of the cars have passed beyond the ICG's 40 year
rule restricting their use in interchange between
railroads. Thus any horizontal ribbed boxcars still
in use would have to be in maintenance of way or
captive home road use.
Recognized instantly as a trademark of their
corporate owner, the cars were among the most
noticeable in the railroad scene for a full 5 decades.
Anyone interested in these cars can find additional
photos in the Milwaukee Road Collection of the
Milwaukee Public Library, the Milwaukee Road
Historical Association, and two recent articles in
Mainline Modeler in the June and September 1988
issues.

MILW 33059. Talk about variations! This car has
both styles of end on the same end. The upper half
of the end in this 1981 photo is the Dreadnaught
5/5, the lower half is the Intermediate Dreadnaugt
4/4. How these two got together on one car is
anybody's guess. (J. A. Kindraka photo)

MILW 55230. An
example of creating
a 50' 6" car out of
40' car by splitting
it in half and inserting a prefabricated 10' section.
Rebuilt in January
1965. Note the roof
line especially above the door.
(Richard Lind photo)

MILW X918031. A
1939-built
full
length rib car converted to M of W
service and listed
as a "material car".
Taken in February
1976 at Council
Bluffs,
1A (G.R.
Cockle photo; collection
of John C. LaRue, Jr.)
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"S" FeSt Report

retirement by manufacturing cast metal figurines
and accessories for S gauge. He currently has a
complete circus diorama that he is selling for about
$55.00.

(Continued from Page 13)

the layout. Sunday morning we packed up and
headed for chairman Dave Tanner's home in Roscoe,
IL. Dave and his family welcomed us with coffee
and donuts while we perused his fine AF collection.
Dave had a modest table top layout packed with
Gilbert accessories. Next stop was George
Sorensen's layout in Rockford, II. George and his
son Eric operate a layout that surrounds you in a
small room. His Bi-level layout is well designed with
scenery painted on the walls. An interesting feature
in his family room was the glass case enclosed train
set that he had as a boy. Our final layout stop took
us further south to Earl Beegle's train building
behind his home. Earl's 26' x 30' layout is modeled
in Western Pennsylvania. Earl is getting ready for

Over 300 registrants including members of the
Cuyahauga Valley, Chicago Land, Badgerland,
Central Jersey, St. Louis, Pines and Prairies Team,
and Southeastern Michigan clubs as well as many
independent S gaugers made this a very successful
"S" Fest.
Yes, it had ended too quickly, however the memory
of a good time with good friends will linger for
months. . . .
Reported by Pete Mihelich

"S" FEST COMMITTEE. From
Left: Dave Tanner - Chairman,
Dave Shenk - Raffle & Door
Prizes, Vera Geerts - Publicity and
Programs, Andy Geerts - Preregistration, Donna Busjahn Railette Activities & Facilities,
Nick Segala - Model Contest,
Duana Busjahn - Facilities &
Equipment Coordinator, Art Doty
- Cars and Patches.

"S" Fest Model Contest Winners.
From Left: First Place - Loco &
Power Units is Myrl Brown's
Chicago & North Western
Powered Unit. Second Place is
Rusty
Westermeier's 2-4-0
Switcher; Second Place in Freight
Cars is Gary Brown's Soo Hooper.
Third Place tie in Freight &
Passenger Cars was Marty Glass
and Tom Lennon. Far right is John
Mann's First Place entry in
Structures. This model also won
Best of Shows. Second Place
Structures was Dick Kloes,
Engine House.

_.•

Photos by Pete Mihelich.
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The American Flyer "S" Gauge Burlington Northern

Give Your Layout
A Little Extra Pull.
6-48007 BURLINGTON NORTHERN GP-20

6-48706 BURLINGTON NORTHERN SQUARE WINDOW CABOOSE

6-48308 MAINE CENTRAL SINGLE DOOR BOXCAR

6-49001 NYC OPERATING SEARCHLIGHT CAR

6-48505 ILLINOIS CENTRAL FLAT CAR WITH BULKHEADS

6-48805 NATIONAL DAIRY DESPATCH INSULATED BOXCAR

From 1959 to 1962, General Motors built 260 diesel
locomotives capable of generating 2000 horsepower per
driving axle. These powerful workhorses were called
GP-20 locomotives, many of which can still be seen hauling freight today.
Now you can recapture the strength and beauty of this
rugged train with the newly improved American Flyer
Burlington Northern locomotive, the BN caboose and
rolling stock.
The Burlington Northern GP-20 Diesel Engine features
a redesigned motor to help it run more smoothly and efficiently. A new yoke gives it a
more level chassis for a more
handsome profile. Pullmor®
traction tires and four drive

wheels give it all the extra pulling power you need. Plus, it
offers features like a working headlight and illuminated
number plates.
The BN caboose features authentic detailing, interior
illumination and a bright Burlington Northern paint scheme.
If you want to make your Burlington Northern train even
more attractive, you can add rolling stock like the Maine
Central single door boxcar, NYC operating searchlight car
with rotating searchlight, Illinois Central flat car with
bulkheads or the National Dairy Despatch insulated boxcar.
Give your layout the extra pull it needs. See your nearby
hobby dealer and ask about all
the great new equipment from
American Flyer.
© 1990 Lionel Trains, Inc.,
Mt. Clemens, Michigan 48045

